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Benefit from a unified repository of your content accross
your multiple enterprise storage, both local and cloud :
Keep storage rules and lifecycles policies out of your
business workflows

A Transcoder

B Transcoder

C Transcoder

Carrick-Flow coordinates all the processing a media
platform has to get done so it finishes as quickly as
possible, pooling together similar resources,
ensuring a prioritized execution of the most urgent
tasks, always avoiding infrastructure saturation and
taking advantage of possible cloud opportunities...

Connect and Automate

Virtual Farms

Scale, focus on priorities
Flexibles plans : SaaS or Buy

Cloud, on-premises and hybrid

Storage management

Connect all the tools and softwares you need in advanced
workflows to automate your media processing.

Carrick-Flow is independent from MAM and other media
manipulation tools: feel free to use the right tool for the right
purpose.

Choose the plan that fits best to your use case. Plans
include SaaS and Licensing possibilities. They also allow
you to easily test the solution before investing time and
money.

Connectors for market tools are free.
Turnkey workflows are supplied at fixed
price.

Integrate cloud components into your processes, on the run,
without changing your workflows. Mix both SaaS solutions
and dedicated cloud virtual machines to improve efficiency.

Hybrid installation (cloud and on-prem'),
100% cloud or 100% local, you choose!

Gather heterogeneous resources within virtual farms to mix tools
from various manufacturers and versions.
Mutualize and win productivity.

Instantly empower your processing capability with temporary or cloud
resources without changing your workflows !

No longer worry about peak loads: provide your
infrastructure with a SPOF-free orchestration that will
detect them and spread the workload accross
ressources on the spot focusing resources towards top
priorities.
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Interfaces Our microservice architecture allows us to craft and
add any API interface in our platforms. Connectors
for usual softwares and tools are readily available
but should you need them, we can easily integrate
any home made or specific tool as well ! Lately
we've released connectors with Limecraft, Faspex,
Aspera ES, Box, Diva, ADA, VidChecker, Airtable,
Phraseanet and many others...
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Media flow just got easier

Features

Customer quote
“Carrick-flow is a next-generation workflow engine, flexible, robust and
easily integrable into an IT ecosystem. It centralizes all of our business
workflows at Eclair in a cloud solution that manages and
optimizes workflows, for greater efficiency.”

Arnaud Drillon – VP Global projects .

- Virtual farms gathering heterogeneous equipment
- Load analysis with forecast and detection of peak activity
- Delegation on remote infrastructure with dynamic instantiation of tasks
- Intelligent and flexible multistorage management
- Real-time control of tasks parallelization
- Customizable engine for continuous tasks prioritization
- Functional tags fully customizable on tasks and workflows
- Simplified error management and recovery
- High resilience with strong redundancy
- Control on-prem' and cloud workflows from any cloud platform


